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Remarks on TABLES VII. and VIII. 

I. From tile preceding experiments it appears, that the friction of 
metals varies with their hardness. 

2. That the hard metals have less friction than the soft ones. 
3. That without unguents, and withill the limits of 32 lbs. 8 OZ. 

per square inch, the friction OF hard metals against hard metals may 
very generally be estimated at about one-sixth of the pressure. 

4. That within the limits of their abrasion the friction of metals 
is nearly alike. 

5. That From 1 .G6 cwt. per square inch to upwards of 6 cwt. per 
square inch, the resistance increases in a very considerable ratio, 
being the greatest with steel on cast-iron, and the least with brass 
on wrought iron, their limits bein, m as 30, 56, 38, and 44 cwt. An 
experiment was made with a weight of 10 tons per inch on hardened 
steel, which abraded. 

The remarkable property of steel in hardening, and,its power to 
resist abrasion, render it preferable to every other substance yet dis- 
covered in reducing the friction of delicate instruments, as is ex- 
emplified in the riifFerent experiments on the pendulum, and the 
assay and other balances recently introduced at his majesty’s Mint 
and the Bank of England. 

The experiments of Messrs. Cavendish and Hatchett in the years 
1795 and 1801, at his majesty’s Mint, on the alloys, specific gravity, 
and comparative wear of gold coin by friction, likewise prove that 
friction and abrasion were less in the hard than soft metals. Philo- 
sophical Trahsactions for 1809. Part I. 

[TO BE COWTINUED.-j 

ENGLISH PATENTS. 

To JOHS APPLEGARTH, Prinler, for improvetients in Block Printing. 
Dated January 26, 1828. 

THE improvements for which this patent has been granted, are 
produced by an apparatus, which will facilitate the accurate arrange- 
ment of the square blocks employed in calico printing, when used 
successively for the continuation of a given pattern. This apparatus 
is composed of two principal divisions, the first being of the nature 
of a table or stand, on which the calico, or other stuff’ required to be 
printed, is to be Laid to receive the impression of the blocks; and 
the second consisting of 3 frame, that fulfils the chief purpose of the 
object of the patent. 

The table, or stand, is made of horizontal stone slabs, a IittIe ex- 
ceeding the breadth of the stuff, and of the same Iength, (as repre- 
sented in the drawing belonging to the specification,) bein intendetl 
for printi?& handkerchiefs, or shawls. rhese slabs are p aced suc- 7 
cessivelp in one line, within about an inch of each ather, on parallel 
brick walls, of between two and three ,feet in height, and over them 
a thick piece of blailket, or other proper woollen stuff is laid, which 
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is either nailed to pieces of wood fixed beneath the intervats between 
the stone slabs, or is kept down by metal rods placed across in the 
same intervals, and passed through staples secured to the walls at 
each of their ends. A frame is then prepared to lay over this table; 
containing as many square compartments as there are slabs, which is 
fastened at one side of the table to hinges, that project from each bf 
the supportin g ~valls f’or that purpose, which allow the frame either 
to lie l~orizontally in close contact with the slitbs, or to be raised UP 
vertically, w!len the calico or other stuff is being laid on the slabs, 
Or removed from them. At one estrernity of this table of slabs a 
row of tenter hooks is placed across, to which one end of tfle piece 
to be printed is iisetl, arlrl it is then laid evenly over the slabs, and 
fastened down in the intervnls between them by the rods passed 
through the staples before mentioned, after its farther end is drawn 
tight by means of a cross bar of cvood, to which it is attached by a 
similar row of‘ tenter hooks, that is either fastened to the other end 
of the table by cords, or is drawn towards that end by weights at- 
tached to the estreruities of’the same curds. 

Supposing the calico, or other stuff, to be properly arranged, and 
fastened down evenly over the table of slabs, and the frame to be 
let down horizontally in contact with its surface, a block is then to be 
taken, having a fourth of the area of one of the square compartments 
of’ the frame, on which the pattern preferred has been cut, so that 
the joinings of the figure may fit accurately, on shifting its position; 
and the colour having been applied to its face, either by dipping it 
on the colour-sieve, or ‘by colour-rollers, it .is then to be pressed 
down by a bIow or other means, in one corner of the first square 
compartment of the frame, then in the next corner, and so on suc- 
cessively through the other remaining corners; care being taken to 
keep the proper angle of the block next the corners of the compart- 
ment; one handkerchief or shawl being thus stamped, the same pro- 
cess is to be repeated in al1 the other compartments of the frame, 
until the whole piece is completed. 

When a medallion, or other central figure, is to be impressed on 
the middle of the handkerchief, or shawl, then a moveabie frame is 
to be formed of four pieces of wood, of the length of one of the com- 
partments, crossed so over each other (by dividing the joinings) as, 
when laid in the compartment, to divide its area into nine equal 
squares; in the central square of these, a block, having the whole of 
the intended medallion, or other figyre, cut on its face, is then to be 
stamped in the manner before described; or a block having a quarter 
of the same figure cut on it, (and of course of only a fourth of the 
area of the central square,) may be used; and the impression be 
made of the whole figure by four successive operations, in the same 
way as with. the larger btocks in the process first recited. 

When only a border is to be stamped on a shawl or handkerchief, 
the patentee directs that a block of another shape be used; which is 
to be of the breadth of the intended border, and of such a length as 
to extend from one angle of the square compartment of the guiding 
frame to within a distance equal to its breadth of the adjoining angle; 
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and the pttern pmper for the angle of the border, having been cuf 
at the end of the block, placed in the first instance close to the angle 
of the square cornparl.meut; a t the next transfer, that end of the 
block is to be laid in the space left at lllc estremity of the first im- 
prcssion, whcrc it wilt forIn the second angle of the horder, and the 
block being appiied successively nt the other sities of the compart- 
ment in the wmc manner, wilt at the fourth impression complete 
the border. e 

00s .-It appears to us, that the improvetnents of the patentee 
would very much facilitate and accelerate the operation of block 
printing, besides increasing the accuracy with which the joinings of 
the impressions would unite so as to form a perfect uniform rlesip, 
or pattern: but en the other hand we understand that the prucess 
of printing piece ~ beds by rnIIers, both engraved, and cut SO as to 
act like blocks, has bect;brou@t to such perfection, and so much 
excels in rapidity of execution antI precision, any thing tllat can be 
rlonc by the mnnunl npr~licntion of blocks, ns to lcnve the patentee 
but small clrntrce of su+eriority jfi tIlc curnpctition with a rival of so 
much pon’er anti cscciicnce. [Rep. Pat. Inven. 

To JoxAT-rrAA- IlRovmrr.r., Ctdlcr, for an improvrcl method of rT7-ans- 
fe&ng Fi’~~c~~~,fhm~ CC Higher lo u I~LW Level, or from a Lot0er 
to n _EJigTm* Level, on Ccrnrr7.c; and dso *for the more conveniently 
raising 0~ E0weri17~q ‘of weights, carriages, or goods On rail-rids, 
and for other p7q7oses. Dated 1st May, 1825. 

IX the method of passing boats from one lexrei of 8 canal to an- 
other, proposed by the patentee, the upper level is made to approach 
close to the vertical line over the end of the lower level, by banks 
properly constructed and faced with masonry, which-advance sttme- 
what more than the length of a canal boat, at each side of the lower 
Xevel, at Ihe same height as on the upper.lsvcl, where the masonry 
forms ~nlls at botlr sides, similar to those of a canal lock. A water 
light caisson is then prepred sufi~iently longer than the boat to re- 
ceive it rvii1lit-i iIs boun:!s, and a vertical paddle or sluice, running 
in ~SL’OOYCS, is i‘orwe(I zt its typo ends, which two paddles, when let 
down, enclose the boat and the body of’tvater in which it iloats, so 
as to retain the latter- without feakqe; strong frame work is then 
erected on the two walls at each side of the end of the lower level, 
on which the axles oi-’ large vertical grooved wheels are supported 
parallel to the canal, so lhat the edges of the wheels may project at 
both sides some distance beyond the banks; which in that part are 
either made entireIy of masonry, or at least very nearly so, to en- 
de them to have suff~cier~t strength to support the loads they have 
fo bear, without being broader than is absolutely necessary for this 
p>rrpose; two at least of the. grooved wheels must be placed as men- 
tmned pt? each of these walls, and over them ropes are to be passed 
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from the caisson that holds the boat, to two other caissons, of about 
the same Iength, but,of only about half its breadth, which are solely 
to 1~01~1 water sufficient to balance that in the former; these two 
small caissons are to be sustained by the ropes, at the top near the 
wheels, when tfie large caisson is in the lower canal; and, on the 
contrary, when the Iarcre caisson is at the top opposite to the upper 
level, they will then Re at their lowest depth, descending at the 
opposite sides of the vertical Lmrlks as the former becomes elevated. 

Paddles or sluices are fisetl across in grooves, similar to those in 
the large caisson, at the termir-lntion of tlke upper level of tile canal, 
and af: tile end of the lower level, close to the cntrnilce of the space 
between t11e banks, and wilerl the caisson is brought opposite to 
either of them, its end is prcssetl so close to it, (by means that will 
be described,) that the: space between them will retain water; and 
a small paddle being Iirjt rilisecl in the lar-gc pad(lle of the canal to 
let the water into this intcrvetli:1g space, the two large paddies OK 
the great caisson an{1 of the canal level nest ntijoining are then ele- 
vated, anti the bUi$t is either pasSed from the caisson into the level, 
or from the latter iuto the fi)rlncr, as the occasion may require. 

To prevent the counterpoising smaller caissons from descending 
irregularly, on the axles of the large grooved wheels, a very large 
toothed wheel is directed to be fixed at each side, of sunicient size 
to enable the two to meet over the middfe of the intervening canal, 
and interlock with each other, so as to make the axles at the diKerent 
sides turn round simultuneously in opposite directions; the patentee 
adds afterwards, that the same ei’iect may be producecl by other ar- 
rangements of intermediate tvbeels, if‘ that mcntiozcd should appear 
ObJectionablc. 

In the disnosition of the apparatus that has been described, pro- 
vision is on’ly made for the equilibrium of the counterbalancing 
smaller caissons with the large otle that is to receive the boat: but 
to cause either of the weights, thus equipoised, to descend, for the 
above purposes, sumetiling more is necessary; this requisite, the 
patentee asserts, will be obtained by constructing the large caisson 
with a ic false bottom,” so as to divide it horizontally into two com- 
partments, the upper one of which will act as has been stated, while 
the lower one is used as an additioual balancing vessel, by pouring 
water into which, the large boat caisson over it may be made to pre- 
ponderate, when it is desired that the boat shoutd pass from the 
upper to the lower level; and on the’ contrary, by letting water 
flow from it, the boat caisson will be made to rise, and convey the 
boat from the lower to the upper level, when this is necessary, by 
the preponderance of the smailer counterbalancing caissons, which 
wilI then occur. 

We now come to the contrivance for pressing the end of the boat- 
caisson against the frame of the sliding sluices, or paddles, at the 
ends OF the cliffiirent levels of the canal, before afluded to, which 
padriles perform the 0lXices of Iock gates; for this purpose a balance 
lever with unequal arms is placed at each ericl of the boat-caisson, 
the shorter arm of which is furnished with a friction roller, which the 
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longer arm by its greater weight causes to rise to a level with the 
centre of motion, when not counteracted; this latter arm pornts ln- 
wards towards the middle of the caisson, where its end is supported, 
wjlen at rest, by the short horizontal arm of a bent lever, the longer 
arm of which rises vertically along the side of the caisson, so as to 
come conveniently within reach of the person who conducts the ape- 
ration of the apparatus. ‘I’he shorter arm of the first balance lever 
will, of course, from what has been stated, project outwards from 
the end of the boat, where its roIler wilI come in contact with the 
slope of a double vertical inclined plane made at the end of the in- 
closed space that connects the two levels, opposite to the sluice, 
against which the caisson is required to be pressed; so that when, 
for example, the caisson is rising towards the upper level, the roller 
of the balance lever at the end of it opposite to the upper level will 
be pressed downwards, ns it comes in contact with the lower slope 
of the double inclined plane, until it has passed the angle where the 
two slopes meet, when it tvill again descend to its former level; at 
which time, as before noticed, the long arm of the balance lever is 
supported by the horizontal arm of the bent lever; at this crisis some 
water is to be adtnittetl into the lower compartment of the large boat- 
caisson, to cause it to descend again a small space; which will make 
the roller pass down the upper slope of the inclined plane, and press 
the caisson in the opposite direction against the paddle frame of the 
upper level, with the whole force of the weight of this caisson, (the 
long arm of the balance lever being prevented by the means men- 
tioned from descending, SO as to yield to the action of the pressure 
on the short arm.) The method by which the balance lever and its 
roller, that is placed at the other end of the boat-caisson, operate in 
pressing this caisson against the paddle frame of the lewer level of 
the canal, is the same as that described; with the exception of the 
long slope of the inclined plane, that acts on the roller, being upper- 
most, and of course on the same level with the lower paddle frame 
and opposite to it, and that, when the pressure is required, water 
must be let to flow from the lower compartment of the boat-caisson, 
to make it ascend a short distance, in order to produce the impulse 
necessary : in both cases padding, or stuffing, is advised to be used 
between tile lines of contact ofthe boat-caisson and the paddle frames, 
but no directions are given as to the formation, or.pecutiar arrange- 
ment of this padding. It will be observed that, wilen the caisson is 
pressed against the paddle frame of either levels, it is in a manner 
locked in that position by its own weight; so that some force will be 
required to remove this tendency, when the caisson is required to 
~ZUSSS in the direction contrary to its former movement; but this force 
is readily supplied by the conductor by means of the long vertical 
arm of the bent lever; by hauling which he causes its short arm to 
ascend, that then elevates the long arm of the balance lever, and 
thereby forces the roller on its short arm past the angle of the dou- 
ble inclined plane. The patentee is aware, that the momentum of 
the descending caissbns, when the -apparatus is in action, should be 
counteracted at the end of each course, but ho-makes no other pro- 



&ion against this, than having a basin, or tank, of water, piaced 
tnder each of the smatter counterbzrl-arrcing caissons, into which their 
nomenturn will cause them to jtunge some distance at the ternrina- 
ion of their descent, from which rlepressure the counterbakameing 

1 

veight wilt again speedily elevate them: and when Chc boat-caisson 

lescends, the water in the lower tcvel of the cam& into which it 
s to enter, will have a similar cffcct in countciructing its mome~*tWm; 
Were is a reservoir placed at each siclc of’ the c;tnaf tv sul$y water 
Q’ pipes furnished with cocks, t0 the Ullt~~l- Wl~l[J:U+tflt~llt of’ Phe 

boat-caisson, when necessary, whictl, howr:ve~-, at)peai*s to us to be 
upc“f1r1ous. 

TtlC second object of this patent ,--III’ passing c:lwiagt!s nalcl goods 

‘rum one level of a raiI41)ad to arrotllr*r---is ~!lT~tc~l by R water- 
ounterpoise, in a manner. similnr to ttlc prece~ling; a plalli,rm being 
n2parefl on which the carriage is drawn, wllich is then elevated to 
. higher level, ~heu this is terluirecl, by two cisterns suspended by 
opes over grooved wheels , supported at each sicte as bcibre; into 
hese cisterns water is let fcl run from iligher t*cscrvt)irs, uutil tile 
veight of the whole is suflicienl. to counterbalance that of tile plat- 
orni, and of the carriage wittl its load placed on its surface; when, 
rn the contrary, the carrifge is to be br0ugtrt down from tile higher 
0 the lower level, af‘ter it 1s drawn fm the platForm, previously raised 
up for that purpose, water is let out of the r.ounterbalancing cisterns 
until the platform ancl its load preponderate. To this latter appa- 
atus a contrivance% added for economising the water of the reser- 
pair, which consists in placing three reservoirs, at <lit&rent elevations, 
tear the upper level of ihc rail-roarI, all of which communicate by 
Gpes furnished with cocks, with a horizontal tube, that runs across 
cotn one system of reservoirs to the other. When the piatform, with 
he carriage, is to be raised, water is first ejected from the two upper 
.eservoirs into the two counterbalancing cisterns; lhe cocks of the 
i>rmer are then to be opened, uutil the level of’ the water within then1 
lecomes equal, and are to be then again ct~sed; af’ter this, water is 
idmitted into the descending cisterns front the second two reservoirs; 
:nJ again frttm the lowest pair in their turn, when the cisterns ,come 
town to their level. And when the platforre is to descend, the water 
s to be let to run out of the courlterbnlatlcing cistern, first into the 
ower pair of reservoirs, next into the middle pair, and lastly, into 
he upper pair, as the cisterns ascend successively to their leve!s; 
be same management of the cocks belonging to fh&r pipes of com- 
nunication being observed on this occasion , as in the former instance. 

‘l’he patentee fidly observes, that an apparatus nn the same prin- 
.iple as the last, may be used instead of a crane, for raising goods 
nto warehouses, or taking them out of ships or carts, as well as for 
nany other similar purposes. 

OS S.-A n apparatus for passing boats from one level of a canal to 
,nother, formed on the same principles as tlmt of Mr. ISrownill’s, 
yas erectelI in 1809, by Mr. ~Vcrcrdhc~~sc, on the Worcester and 
Grrnjnghaln canal at ?‘nrdcbig, near P,t.oo~~~g;l~~v~‘, and was worke& 
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experimentally fur Sollle 110UM every day for nearly a month iu I.81 1. 
It was repOrted to perfktlml VWy Well, }xkssing, On an aYfXage, m%Wly 

(jo boats in six hours, rJnc-lrnlf’ioaclccl with from 15 to 20 tons, and 
the other half empty: and it was thought, that had the tunnel of 
‘rapdebig been ~ornpletetl in tilklc, this ingenious engine would have 
been employed perlnxncntly; but as the canal company were obliged 
to use a steam engine to fill their summit level until the tunnel was 
cngnpleted, which superseded the use of the machine for that time, 
and for other reasons that were never explained satisfactorily by 
them, the machine WCS never used by the company in the transfer 
of goods. 

The particulars in which the present patent apparatus differs from 
that of Mr. Woodhouse, consist in the employment of caissons of 
water in place of a mass of bricks, as a counterpoise to the bont and 
its load, and in using two sets of grooved wheels, one at each side 
of the canal, instead of the single set employed at one side at ‘Sarde- 
big: but the large caisson that held the boat, and the mode of pass- 
ing the latter into it, and out of it, from and to the GEerent levels, 
was the same as that whicll the present patentee proposes to use, as 
well as the counterbakmcing principle on which the engine was 
worked. 

Mr. Woodl~ouse usetl a contrivance for compensating the increased 
weight, caused, at the tiifti:rcnt sides of the apparatus, in the ascent 
and descent of the boat, by the connecting chains increasing in length 
at the descending side; but the present patentee-has nothing of this 
nature in his engine; nor dues he employ any means to prevent the 
accelerated velocity of the preponderating weights when put in mo- 
tion ; and it appears to us, that llis manner of finally disposing of 
this velocity, by lettin g the caissons souse down into water, is a very 
rude and inadequate ~ucthod. \Ve also think, that his using ropes 
for conuecting the caissons, at the different sides of the grooved 
wheels, is very objectionabIe, as the chal!ges of the weather would 
be perpetually altering their length; wlllch would produce serious 
inconvenience, and cause them to be neither so durable or so cheap, 
ultimately, by many degrees, as the chains used fur the same pur- 
pose by Mr. ~Voodl~o~~se. 

We have alreacly tnenticlncd that we consider the reservoirs, fur 
filling with water the under compartment of the boat-caisson, to be 
superfluous, and our reason for this is, that the upper level of’ the 
canal might be made to serve the same purpose, unless such extreme 
economy of mater were thought necessary on this occasion, as is 
proposed for the rail-rod tranderrer. We have, however, less hesi- 
tation in thinking the compartment (or, in fact, the fourth caisson) 
under the boat-caisson, to be unnecessary, since it is very evident 
that the same effect. might. be produced without it, by increasing or 
diminishing the water in the counterbalancing caissons, as might be 
required for their ascent or descq~t. 

We can say nothing in tidvour of the application of a water coun- 
terpoise for transf42rring car&ages, on the clitIBreltt levels OF rai t-roads, 
as WC imagine that it would be attended with much needless ex- 
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ense and complication for an operation, that may be performed much 
etter by incl incd planes and cG.y machinery. A water counterpoise 
ray, however-, we think, be used to advantage instead of a crane, as 
reposed by the patentee, though his methorj is far from bein 
est for the purpose. 

“’ -. 

b JOHN ~I~~G~n, Bi&neer, for his hwing invented cerlain improve- 
ments in the method qf expeZ&zg the A~o~asses or Sirop from Swaj-. 
Enrolled December, 1828. 

T~WCZ are two modes proposed by the patentee of extracting the 
olasses or sirop from sugar; the one is by proclucing a vacuum or 
haustion of the air under the sugar, by which the weight of the air 
love will be enabled to cause the liquid part to preciprtate through, 
Ed leave the sugar dry; the other is by condensing the air above 
e sugar, anrl by its mechanical force producing the same effect. 
Vnrrous forms and constructions of apparatus may be applied to 
is purpose, and the patentee, therefore, does not confine himself 
any one In particular, the improvetnent consisting iu the employ- 

-nt of a false bottom to the pan or vessel in which the sugar is to 
operated upon. 

This false bottom is ‘to be made of copper, with perforations all 
er it like a colander, and placed a few inches above the real bot- 
m of the vessel; upon the false bottom a straining cloth is to be 
d, and the sugar spread a few inches thick upon the cloth. 
The lower part of the vessel below the false bottom being air tight, 
Gpe from an air pump is to be introducer1 into the vessel under 
i false bottom, and the pump being put in action by any conve- 
snt means, as by a hand lever, or by conncxion to a steam engine 
water wheel, the air between the faIse and real bottoms will be 

swn out, and a vacuum thereby produced- The pressure of the 
B above will then cause the molasses to pass through the sugar, and 
Tough the straining cloth, and having descended through the per- 
*atIons to the bottom of the vessel, may from thence be occasionaliy 
awn off by a pipe, with a cock inserted into the bottom of the ves- 

leaving the dry sugar above. 
it is unnecessary to describe the construction of an air pump, as 
%t is well known, and a vessel of any convenient form with a per- 
sated false bottom will answer the purpose, prnvided the sugar is 
spread as to cover the bottom compfeteIy; and the operation will 
further promoted by occasionally sprinkling a little water, or 

tter impregnated with lime, upon the upper surface of the sugar. 
The upper part of the vessel being closed, an air pump may be 
lployed to force in a quantity of air, which becoming condensed 
eve the surface of the sugar, will force the molasses and other 
uid arts through the sugar into the lower vessel, as Above de- 
:ibc . B 
Either of these operations may be performed_, or both ,m+y bo 
bught into action together, and the molasses wilt by these means 



~0 GAJJ~IEL OF, SORAS, Gentleman, clnd STACEY WISE und CHARLES 
WISE, Paper-makers, GL consequence of cd commzwzicution W3Ude to 
lhcr18 By u cerlairz JOret, ‘wner residing abroutl, jbr nn invention of 
ceriain impr0vemenls in Sizing, Glazing, und Beautifying the 
Materials employed in the Mun~iucGure of PqXT, Puste-boar4 &G- 
tol-board, and other substances. Enrolled February, 1828. 
Fun the purpose of sizing paper, it is proposed to employ a fluid 

compound of alkalies dissolved in water, with bees’ wax and alum. 
The loode of preparing this size, is, by first making a lie of quick- 
lime anti alkaline salts, such as pearlash, potash, or carbonate of 
soda, which are to be dissolved iu water in a wooden vesseI--deal 
is to be preferred; the strength ol’ the lie may be known by its spe- 
cific 

7 
.ravity. It is proposed to use it for the present purpose_at 104, 

distil et1 water beirlg 100. 
Any quantity of t!,is lie being put into a copper boiler, and made 

hot, add to it as many pounds weight of fine bleached bees’ wax as 
there are pounds of the lie, and boil them well for some hours. But 
it is consicierecl that steam heat xviii answer better than fire. 

When the wax is properly dissolved and mixed with the lie, in- 
troduce four gallons of boiling water for every pound of wax, and 
let them be well stirred until fully combined. If the wax be not 
peifectly dissolved before introducing the boiling water, a smail ad- 
ditional quantity of alkati should be employed, which will elect the 
object. 

To the fluid thus prepared a quantity of the farina of potatoes is 
to be added, or potato starcll, in the proportion of four pounds of 
the flour in a dry state to every pound of wax; and this, when pro- 
perly incorporated and bccotne cold, constitutes a size suited to the 
purpose under consideration. 

The patentee says that he proposes the empIoymcnt of potatoes, 
or potato starch, only in consequence of its cheapness, as other fari- 
naceous matter would do equally well; and he states that the pota- 
toes are prepared b_v. boiling and bruising them, and after straining 
the fdrina from the skins and fibrnus matters (which are thrown away,) 

the water is evaporated, and the ilour dried in any convenient manner. 
The size formed as above, is to be mixed Gth the rags which 

constitute the pulp in the vat, in the way that size is commonly in- 
troduced, when the paper is not intended to be sized in sheets, and 
with it is to be used a quantity of alum dissolved in the water and 
size contained in the vat. The proportions of alum to the other 
materials will depend upon circumstances9 which wiil be known to 
paper-makers, and, therefore, need not be particularly stated. 

Paper thus sized in making, will, when pressed in sheets, assume 
a glossy and beautiful appearance. The mode of pressing may be 
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~B.su-I~ the same as is commonly adopted by paper-makers. Some- 
times the patentee presses the sheets between sheets of un+ed 
paper, which has been steeped in a strong solution of alum, ~~~-~~ 
other times he presses them between4elts which have been SO steeped. 
These felts will require to be fretluentiy washed, for the purpose of 
cleansin them from the size which they may take up by Ihe operation. 

The s leets of paper will require to be opened and separated at F 
ifast twice during the pressing process, and when dried, wili be found 
40 possess a beautiful gloss, as above said. [Ii% 

*Jo ~~ILLIAM I’oWNALL, Ft”UVC1’, few his ??cw ~?‘m%tC?d iopmm?wds 

in muking Iiedds for weuving pzwposcs. Enrolled July, I828. 

THERF, are twj EnCthodS propOsed by the patentee of f&T-ning the 
healds for weaving; the first is by tying the knots of the cords or 
IleaJcI yams altcrllately above and below, so as to prevent the knots 
1-rom obstructing the free ~~nssa~e between the healds; the second is 
by constructing the heal&i of cloth, or such material woven in a pe- 
culiar way. 

The method of forming the first kind of heald is by provirlivg a 
~bench, as many feet in length as the intended heaId is to be wide, 
xnd of a width equal to the height of the intended heatd. Blocks 
ire to be placed at each end of the bench, for the purpose of sup- 
gorting the two rails of the heald which is about to be formed, and 
:aising them up a few inches, that the hands of the workmen may 
NSS convenientty above and below. A rod is to be placed along 
:he bench, resting upon the blocks, midway between, and parallel 
:o, the two rails. 

Two workmen are now to be seated, one on each side of the bench; 
)ne passes the heald cord over the rail on his side, and over the rod, 
md bringing it back to the rail, secures it; the other passes his cord 
n a simihx way over the raif on his side, and through the loop formed 
)y the first cord, then tics the knot to make the cord secure. :.IShe 
second workman then passes a cord from the rail over the rod and back 
Igain, and the first workman carries a cord from his rail through the 
oop, and then makes it fast by a knot. Thus the cords sf the heald 
,re alternately tied on the upper and under side of the rod, which is 
0 form the eye. This cevstitutes the first improvement. 

In making the healds of woven cloth, the mode proposed is to 
veave in a loom, a cloth or material made by shoots of suitable yarn 
n a warp of a length jest suficient to reach from one beadle or 
.eald rail to the other. 

In weaving this material, a few inches of strong yarn is first to be 
hot through the warp, then a finer yarn, and then worsted, which 
:eing elastic, is to receive the eye of the heald for guiding the warp 
hread or yarn when the heaId is made and applied. Next to the 
rorsted some shoots of fine yarn are to be placed, and then.the 
trong yarn as before. 

The fabric thus made is to be properly stiEened, and then cut into 
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strips of one-tenth of an inch cacl1, which strips being tied up to the 
heald rails, constitute the improved he&d of the second kinrl pro- 
posed under this patent. En* 

AMERICAN PATENTS. 

LIST OF AMERICAN PATENTS WHICH TSSUED IN OCTORER, 1329. 

T4JMa Xemurks and Exemplifications, z1y the Editor. 

I. For a Machine for Cleaning 17~ II&t, &c- from Seed 
Cotton; James Gilliam, Carrol county, Tennessee, October 10. 

A hollow drum, of six feet in length, and 20 inches in diameter, 
is made to revolve, in the manner of a bolting screen; but with its 
axis horizontal. Its periphery is formed by slats OF wood, extending 
from end to er.d, and having a space of about half an inch between 
them. This drum is contained within a trough, or box., and rests 
upon friction rollers , upon which it revolves, as it is without gud- 
geons. A shaft extends through the centrc of the drum, and is sup- 
ported upon gudgeons outside of its heads; four boards are affrxefl by 
their edges to the shaft, and estcntl the whole lengthof the inside of 
the drum, forming wings , 
other; upon 

or leaves, standing at right angles to each 
the edges of these wings are placed, obliquely, flat 

pieces, to scrvc as conveyers, causing the seed cotton to pass from 
one end of the drum to the other. The shaft, with its wings, re- 
volves tnuch more rapidly than the drum. The cotton is put into 
a hopper, and in passing from one end of the drum to the other, is 
cleaned. 

The claim is to c( the whole of the above described machine;” 

2. For an improvement in the l'Manufacluri~n,q of Gelztb- 
men’s Stocks; G. IX. Lillibridge, New York, October 10. 

The foundation, or stif&ning part of this stock, is formed of two 
pieces, joined together lengthwise, say of doubled buckram. They 
are to be so joined Chat they move on each other, as on a hinge, and 
are hence called Lc Hinge Stocks.f’ When thus formed, they arc to 
be covered and linctl in the usual way. 
dered water-proof, by shellac varnish. 

The buckram may be ren- 
The claim is to cc the com- 

position, and manner of formin g the hinge, by which the two com- 
ponent parts of the foundation of the stock are united together, by 
which the same is rendered sufficiently pliable, without the possibili- 
ty of becoming displaced by ordinary wear.)’ 

3. For an improvement in Mar%+ CaPnbs; Eli Sperry, New 
Haven, .Connecticut, October 10. 

A quilled back comb is to be made of wood, theegrain running 
with the teeth of the comb; a tube of metal, the bore 01 which exsctty 
fits the back of the comb, is then drawn over it, and cemented or 


